GEBERIT AQUACLEAN
THE TOILET THAT CLEANS YOU
WITH WATER

A NEW LEVEL
OF GUEST COMFORT

EXCEEDING
EXPECTATIONS
TRANSFORMING
WELLNESS
It’s time for a refreshingly different approach to guest comfort
and well-being. With its inspirational Swiss design and
advanced shower toilet technology, Geberit AquaClean is
exceeding expectations by redefining what it means to feel
really clean. A feeling of all-day freshness which is now
enjoyed and increasingly expected by hotel guests all over
the world. Besides elevating the customer experience,
AquaClean will give your hotel a unique point of difference.

“To compete with the best
as a hotelier, having shower
toilets is absolutely
essential.”
Ernst Rieser, Hotel Rieser Aktiv & Spa Resort

←
Hotel D’Angleterre, Copenhagen, Denmark
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←
CASCADA Hotel, Lucerne, Switzerland

THE HIGHEST
STANDARDS OF
COMFORT AND
CLEANLINESS
In many cultures, the idea of cleaning with water is already well
established. From the Far East to Western nations, more and
more people are being won over by the gentle, naturally hygienic
experience of a shower toilet. It’s a trend which is having a direct
influence on guest expectations the world over. With Geberit
AquaClean you can anticipate those expectations, by delivering
outstanding levels of comfort and cleanliness at the touch of a
button and ensure you stand out from the competition.

Baur au Lac, Zurich, Switzerland
↓

“Shower toilets are a factor that
can really influence hotel choice.
This is because guests from
around the world are placing
greater emphasis on personal
hygiene - appreciating that fresh
feeling of cleaning with water.”
Thomas Bechtold
Deputy General Manager, Grand Resort Bad Ragaz
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ENHANCING SPACE,
INCREASING
EFFICIENCY
Thanks to their simple yet sophisticated styling, Geberit
AquaClean shower toilets fit elegantly and discreetly into any
modern bathroom environment, bringing a myriad of benefits:

OPTIMAL ROOM DESIGN
Even in smaller bathrooms where space is at a premium, AquaClean provides
an elegant solution, optimising available floor area by saving the space
other wise reser ved for a bidet. Fitting seamlessly into vir tually any existing or
planned bathroom setting, the timeless design of our shower toilets creates a
liberating sense of space whilst enhancing wellness and comfor t.

SIMPLE CLEANING
Cleaning the shower toilet takes almost no time at all. In fact, it vir tually cleans
itself thanks to the advanced technology developed by Geberit. The special
sur face coating ensures that any dir t or flush water runs of f completely, giving
bacteria and germs nowhere to hide. The only corners and edges are in places
where there is no possibilit y of bacteria build up.

A POWERFUL RINSE CLEAN
When it comes to flushing, AquaClean offers unrivalled performance. The innovative
TurboFlush technology, coupled with the specially developed inner geometry of the
Rimfree® toilet, delivers a more hygienically optimised flush. All it takes is a single water
release point and a perfectly targeted water flow. This technology is not only more
effective than conventional flushes, but considerably quieter and more economical.
Because the flush is so thorough and efficient, it also significantly
reduces the amount of cleaning required.
Perfect hygiene is also guaranteed by the Rimfree® open flush rim design, with no
hidden areas where deposits can form and build up. Thanks to its efficient water guide,
the entire inner surface of each ceramic appliance is rinsed clean, making our shower
toilets visibly easier to care for than conventional models. The advanced flush
technology also incorporates a patented flush guide, ensuring a dynamic, powerful
flushing action, even on a partial flush.

SOPHISTICATED EFFICIENCY
The smart design makes every AquaClean model easy to clean and energy efficient.
Because they need less cleaning and use less energy, personnel and running costs
are reassuringly low.
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“Shower toilets are contemporary
and are a logical investment. You
also save space in the bathroom.”
Anja Bantle, Director, Steigenberger Drei Mohren
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CLEANLINESS AT THE
TOUCH OF A BUTTON
A MODEL TO FIT ANY BATHROOM REQUIREMENT
Geberit AquaClean uses the latest shower toilet
technology to clean the user with a jet of warm
water at the touch of a button, creating a feeling
of pure cleanliness and freshness. With a range

of model options available, you can choose
how many additional pampering features
you wish to offer your guests. Our comfort
functions include:

GEBERIT
AQUACLEAN MERA
EXCEPTIONALLY
BRILLIANT
WhirlSpray shower technology with five adjustable
shower pressure settings
Rimfree® ceramic pan with TurboFlush technology
Intuitive and clearly laid-out remote control
Remote control app

Toilet seat heating
The ergonomic toilet seat
features integrated heating
and an intelligent proximity
sensor. The seat lid opens
automatically and the seat
begins to warm up as you
approach it.

WhirlSpray shower
technology
The patented WhirlSpray
shower technology ensures
a perfectly positioned and
thorough clean, via a pulsating
shower spray enhanced by
dynamic aeration.

Air purification

Gentle drying

Automatically activated,
low-noise air purification
eliminates odours inside
the toilet.

The integrated air dryer
provides a gently warming
and drying flow of air. The
dryer arm automatically aligns
itself with the last position
of the spray arm, ensuring
optimal drying performance.

Orientation light in a range of colours
(only available on the AquaClean Mera Comfort)
gloss chrome

Individually adjustable spray arm position
Adjustable water spray temperature
Oscillating spray
Gently cleaning lady wash
Toilet seat heating
(only available on the AquaClean Mera Comfort)
white

Dryer
Odour extraction

TurboFlush
technology
Specially developed by
Geberit, the TurboFlush
technology flushes the toilet
extremely thoroughly yet also
remarkably quietly, thanks to
the unique inner geometry of
the Rimfree® pan.
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Orientation light
This discreet LED light
provides soft night time
illumination, activated by a
proximity sensor. The light
shines in one of seven
pre-programmable colours,
with five levels of brightness.

Intuitive remote
control
Both the remote control and
wall-mounted control panel
can be used to operate the
shower toilet. These two
operating modes clearly
display available functions,
enabling easy use. The elegant
and intuitive hand-held remote
provides intelligent touch
control, while the cable-free
wall-mounted panel can be
screwed or glued anywhere
on the wall, so it can’t be stolen
or removed.

AquaClean app
The new Geberit AquaClean
app makes operating the
shower toilet simple and
straightforward. As well as a
remote-control function, the
app boasts a variety of other
setting options. For instance,
users can take their personal
settings on their travels
and use them on other
AquaClean shower toilets
anywhere in the world.

The Geberit AquaClean Mera displays an impressive array of
revolutionary comfort functions. Like the patented WhirlSpray
shower technology which saves water whilst providing a
particularly thorough and gentle clean and the hybrid hot
water system which provides an immediate, continuous
supply of hot water.

Touchless automatic mechanism for the toilet lid
(only available on the AquaClean Mera Comfort)
QuickRelease function for the toilet lid and seat

A further highlight is the Rimfree® ceramic. It forms the basis
for the innovative TurboFlush technology, which flushes
exceptionally thoroughly yet quietly, meaning no disturbances
from neighbouring rooms throughout the night.

User detection

The AquaClean Mera is available in the Classic and Comfort
models. Even the AquaClean Mera Classic is equipped with a
complete and impressive range of innovative features. These
include integrated air purification, intelligent warm air dryer
and user-friendly remote control which allows users to
operate multiple functions in an intuitive way to suit personal
preference. The Comfort model also comes with a discreet
light to guide night-time bathroom users, a toilet lid that opens
and closes automatically and welcoming seat heating.

Energy-saving function

Descaling function
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GEBERIT AQUACLEAN
SELA
BEAUTIFULLY CLEVER

GEBERIT AQUACLEAN
TUMA
SURPRISINGLY VERSATILE

enhancement solution

wall-hung

WhirlSpray shower technology with five
adjustable shower pressure settings
Rimfree® toilet ceramic appliance
complete solution

Intuitive and clearly laid-out remote control
Remote control app

floor standing

The Geberit AquaClean Sela is an impressively
streamlined shower toilet combining easy-to-use
features with conventional toilet design. The patented
WhirlSpray shower technology ensures a precisely
targeted, thorough clean. The spray intensity can be
adjusted to one of five levels. All power and water
supply connections and intelligent spray functionality
are integrated into the ceramic appliance, rendering
them invisible. AquaClean Sela is available as a
wall-hung or a floor-standing solution to suit any hotel
bathroom. Both versions come with a remote control
and an impressively ergonomic and exceptionally
comfortable seat.

WhirlSpray shower technology with five
adjustable shower pressure settings
Intuitive and clearly laid-out remote control
Individually adjustable spray arm position
Oscillating spray
SoftClosing and SoftOpening function
QuickRelease function for the toilet lid and seat
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The Geberit AquaClean Tuma packs lifestyle
innovations into its compact form, optimising space in
any hotel en-suite. A simple yet elegant design with
sophisticated smart technology, its bathroomtransforming features include patented WhirlSpray
shower technology, Rimfree® pan, heated seat,
touchless drying and integrated air purification.
And the best part is, your hotel guests control it all,
via user-specific settings on the remote which
provides for easy adjustment of the spray arm,
oscillation and spray intensity. AquaClean Tuma is
available as a complete solution with a perfectly
matching ceramic appliance and concealed power
and water supply connections. Or as an alternative
toilet enhancement option for hotel refurbishments
and re-designs, it can be retrofitted to pre-installed
ceramics with the same functions as our complete
solution for the same overall clean feeling.
The AquaClean Tuma is available in the Classic and
Comfort models with the Classic model simply having
more streamlined features.

Individually adjustable spray arm position
Oscillating spray
Gently cleaning lady wash
Toilet seat heating
Dryer

Odour extraction
SoftClosing function
QuickRelease function for the toilet lid and seat
User detection

User detection

Descaling function

Energy-saving function

Energy-saving function
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WITH AQUACLEAN,
IT’S ALL SO EASY. SIMPLE
INSTALLATION SOLUTIONS
FOR ANY LOCATION
We’ve applied Geberit thinking to every construction scenario, so wherever you want to fit
AquaClean we’ve thought of everything. All you need are water and power connections.
Geberit toilet installation
With Geberit AquaClean, any hotel
bathroom can be transformed into an
oasis of well-being in no time at all.
Whether it’s a new construction project
or a complete renovation, our new toilet
installation frames with concealed
cistern provide a completely reliable
solution. Since all the necessary
connections have already been planned
in, all AquaClean shower toilets can be
installed and linked up to the power and
water supply without any problems.
We also offer a simple supplementary
set for built-in toilets without the
required connection positions for
power and water. In this case, the water
supply connection and possibly also the
electrical connection will remain visible.

←

Easy installation
with toilet
installation
element

Geberit AquaClean
water supply
connection

Electrical connection
hidden behind the
ceramic pan for
Geberit AquaClean
Mera and Sela

The Geberit Monolith Plus
version offers extra comfort
features, including effective odour
extraction with a long-lasting
ceramic honeycomb filter, an
individually programmable LED
orientation light and soft-touch
operating buttons. This model is
particularly suitable as an upgrade
for a floor-standing Geberit
AquaClean Sela shower toilet. With
matching Geberit Monolith sanitary
modules for washbasins available,
bathrooms can be furnished in a
thoroughly modern style, creating
a harmonious look.

←19,5 cm→

Water supply
connection hidden
behind the ceramic
pan for Geberit
AquaClean Mera
and Sela

↓0
←→←→
5 cm 5 cm

Geberit Monolith sanitary module
To ensure quick and easy installation, Geberit also offers the multiple-award
winning, aesthetically advanced Monolith sanitary module. If there is already a
cistern in front of the wall or it is just not possible to conceal the cistern inside
the wall due to time, construction or budgetary constraints, the Monolith offers
a perfect alternative. Hidden beneath an elegant glass surface is an ultra-slim
cistern and all the required sanitary technology. The Monolith is designed for
quick and easy mounting and can be connected to existing water supply lines
and discharge pipes. Ideally, the installer will have already earmarked a power
socket by the shower toilet for setting up the necessary mains connection.
If required, the shower toilet can also be connected to the power supply
anywhere in the bathroom via a conventional power socket and a cable duct.
The Geberit Monolith Plus version offers additional comfort features.
These include advanced air purification with a long-lasting ceramic
honeycomb filter, an individually programmable LED orientation light and softtouch operating buttons. Monolith Plus is particularly suitable as an upgrade
for a floor-standing AquaClean Sela shower toilet. With matching Monolith
sanitary modules also available for washbasins, bathrooms can be upgraded
and modernised to harmonise with your new design vision.
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Shower toilets, the new essential
The Swiss technology behind Geberit AquaClean is
transforming guest experiences across the globe. Which
explains why so many guests seek to replicate the AquaClean
experience when they return home. For many, it’s the new
essential; the difference between feeling reasonably clean
and really clean.
It’s no surprise that some of the world’s most prestigious hotels
are now looking to AquaClean to meet their guests’ everincreasing expectations. Hotels like the Dorchester and the
Corinthia in London, Coworth Park in Ascot, the Buddha Bar in
Prague, the Victoria-Jungfrau Grand in Interlaken, the Grand
Resort Bad Ragaz, the Hilton and the Trois Rois Grand in Basel.
When will your hotel join this growing list?

Picture your hotel, transformed with the
Geberit Bathroom Collection
The new Geberit Bathroom Collection is reimagining the
bathroom space as never before. As a European leader in
bathroom innovation, we’ve combined Swiss ingenuity with the
vision of today’s leading designers to create five stunning new
ceramic ranges.
Our new designs complement the Geberit AquaClean range
perfectly, turning the modern bathroom space into an oasis of
calm where guests can relax, refresh, and take a step back from
the world. Enhancing guest experiences with new style,
well-being and smart technologies.

→
Hôtel Gstaad Palace, Gstaad

↑
Grand Resort Bad Ragaz, Bad Ragaz

↑
The Dorchester Hotel, London

↑
Wellesley Hotel, London

“Globalisation has meant that in the hotel
industry the expectations of luxury and
comfort are now identical across the world.”
Ray Iunius
Head of Business Development & Marketing, Ecole hôtelière de Lausanne
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THE COMPLETE HOTEL
BATHROOM SOLUTION
FROM A SINGLE SOURCE

Potable water, waste water,
fire protection, noise insulation
System-tested solutions with inspection
certificates for safe fire protection and noise
insulation. Potable water systems in line
with relevant standards.

Hygienic, durable ceramic
sanitary appliances
Design and quality
to suit any look.

Flush plates
Various design options
to suit any look.

Mirrors and mirror cabinets
Clear visibility, smart lighting
concepts, nifty storage space.

Wall-hung toilet
ceramic appliance
Elegant and easy
to clean.
Rimfree® toilets
No risk of hidden
deposits.

Sophisticated bathroom furniture
Generous storage, arranged
to save space.

Shower floor drain
Smart solutions for
water outlets.
Flush technology
and odour extraction
Sanitary technology and
design in perfect harmony.
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SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS
FOR SUSTAINABLE
CONSTRUCTION

AQUACLEAN ADVANTAGES
AT A GLANCE

At Geberit, everything we do anticipates future needs. As part of our
long-term commitment to future generations, every product is purposedesigned and carefully considered. We regularly score top marks when it
comes to sustainability, underlining the importance we attach to
environmentally friendly production techniques.
During development, products such as Geberit AquaClean are subject to
ongoing optimisation in terms of environmental compatibility, efficient use
of resources and durability throughout the entire lifecycle.
Our complete shower toilet solutions have a positive environmental
footprint in relation to conventional toilets and the use of toilet paper.
Compared to the amount of paper consumed by traditional toilets,
the additional water used is relatively negligible, especially when the
processing and electricity costs of manufacturing toilet paper are
factored in. On all AquaClean products, additional energy savings can
also be realised through individual settings, further reducing
environmental pollution.

Geberit AquaClean shower toilets in comparison with
conventional toilets with toilet paper and bidets.
Assumption: two guests per day, at 85% capacity,
renovation every 15 years.

There’s nothing quite like the feeling of cleaning
with water every time you go to the toilet. And there’s
nothing quite like the pioneering innovation of Geberit
AquaClean. Here’s how our shower toilet design and
functionality is adding value right across the hotel sector:
• Simple, hygienic cleaning
• Intuitive, user-friendly operation
• Reliable technology and high-quality materials,
ensuring a long service life
• Connections for water and electricity can be
integrated, making them invisible
• Low energy and water consumption
• Easy maintenance, with associated cost reductions
• Ten years’ guaranteed spare parts availability for
all components
• Full compliance with all relevant European regulations
and Standards
By installing Geberit AquaClean, you will:
→→ Add an innovative product to your hotel design
→→ Meet your guests’ increasing hygiene requirements

40

→→ Optimise the layout of your bathrooms
→→ Stand out from your competitors
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→→ Make an investment that pays off in the long-term
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PERFECT SERVICE
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With comprehensive guarantees, support and servicing,
the operation and maintenance of Geberit shower toilets
are guaranteed at all times:
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• Technical advice and support at all levels
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• Comprehensive information and multilingual
operating instructions for your guests

10

• Wide range of training available for cleaners,
building services and staff
• Servicing packages tailored to your requirements
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1 AquaClean Mera

Toilet paper

2 AquaClean Tuma

Water

3 AquaClean Sela

Electricity

4 Toilet and bidet

Sanitary appliance

5 Toilet with paper

The graph shows the environmental impact estimated using
the IMPACT World+ method.
←
Floor-standing Geberit AquaClean Sela with Monolith Plus sanitary module
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Geberit Sales Ltd
Geberit House
Edgehill Drive
Warwick
CV34 6NH
T 01926 516800
E enquiries@geberit.co.uk
Literature 0800 007 5133

Ref: GEB-HTL-01-2018

→ www.geberit-aquaclean.co.uk

